
Traits: 

Attributes 
Control Daring Fitness Insight Presence Reason 

Disciplines 
Command Conn Security Engineering Science Medicine 

Focuses: 

Values:

Stress: Resistance:  

Attacks: 

Special Rules 
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	Designed By: Claude Renaud
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	NPC Type: [(Notable NPC)]
	Text2: Abuts
	Command: 3
	Conn: 5
	Security: 3
	Engineering: 1
	Science: 3
	Medicine: 1
	Control: 4
	Daring: 7
	Fitness: 5
	Insight: 1
	Presence: 1
	Reason: --
	Resistance: N/A
	Stress: 8
	Focuses: Climbing, Feeding, Symbiosis.
	backstory: Abuts are a nearly translucent & odourless protoplasm that crawls slowly anywhere it can drop down upon an unsuspecting potential host organism. As the creature usually spans roughly 3' diameter, it usually targets humanoids or larger creatures. It subsists on the flakes of dead skin shed by its host organism & drinks up the waste products released when the host sweats, both non-intrusive ways of feeding upon the host. In return, it `shares' its sensory abilities with any being it touches.
	Values: 
	0: We live in symbiosis with our host.

	SpecialRules: Blindsight: An Abuts entire body is a primitive sensory organ that can ascertain prey by scent & vibration w/in 60'.Bond: An Abuts can transmit its Blindsight ability to anyone with whom it is in physical contact. This allows the host to detect hidden creatures & those in areas of darkness out to 60'.Immunity: Abuts take no damage from normal weapons, as their fluidic protoplasm reforms around any cuts or perforations & bludgeoning weapons merely `squash' it out of shape for an instant. They are immune to mind-influencing effects, visual effects, illusions, poison, sleep effects, paralysis & stunning.Climbing: Abuts have a -4 Difficulty bonus (min.1) to Climbing tasks & can always choose to succeed at cost, even if rushed or threatened. 
	Dice1: 1
	Dice2: 0
	Dice4: 0
	Dice3: 0
	CD1: A
	CD2: A
	CD3: A
	CD4: A
	Weap2: 
	Weap3: 
	Weap4: 
	Weap1: Caustic Acid (Melee, nonlethal, only in self-defence)
	Traits: Abuts, Symbiont,


